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Nar Nar Goon Primary School, Vic
Landscape & Playground areas
In one of the fastest growing corridors on the east side
of Melbourne Nar Nar Goon Primary School urgently
needed an infrastructure upgrade to keep up with
growth.
After new building works had been completed the
school looked at surfacing options for the student play
areas and for general landscaping. The surface
needed to be for all purposes, durable and be
functional in all weather conditions particularly when
wet. Concrete & asphalt was both unattractive & less
forgiving, and mulch created a tremendous mess after
being carried on shoes into the classrooms which was
difficult to clean.
Eventually the school arrived with the conclusion of
using Gecko to install synthetic grass.
Jay Stent school principal had this to say
”Gecko was employed not just because the company was
local, but it was competitively priced, prompt & able to
work with the school to arrive with some relevant designs.
I’ve worked with dozens of contractors over the past 2
years and Gecko’s promptness, reliability and
professionalism is fantastic. The installation blokes are
friendly & obliging and everything they said they’d do,
happened.
I would highly recommend Gecko to anyone and would be
very happy to use their services again on future projects.
We found their quotes highly competitive and advice &
service professional and focused directly on our needs”.
Gecko worked with the school to arrive with some
suggested applications & designs to utilize the school’s
new areas.
The design outcome included synthetic grass quiet &
landscaped areas, a Multi-sport court play area and the
installation of Gecko’s Soft-fall Playground System™
under the play equipment. These installations certainly
made the areas cleaner & more functional, and added
great colour to the schools grounds.
Now, whether it rains, hails or shines the children can
play in comfort & without creating a mess in or out of
the classroom.

